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2-10-2016 George Orwell’s “1984,” in which the Ministry of
Truth spreads lies mostly via New York Times! "1984 II
Ministry of 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year" via New York
Times II. 1984 III 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 George Orwell’s “1984,” Palace of Henry VIII Holds
First Catholic Service in Nearly 500 Years - Pope Frances is
not about to get married to 4 women any time soon in a
polygamous marriage. MD Women, Feminism, Hell and
Hillary Clinton. Hillary will have to testify against Bill
Clinton in Hell... 1984 II and Henry VIII Hold on Gravity
Secrets + Rx Recipe Trade Secrets will all be made public.
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$777 Trillion dollars in cash made public will buy us 777
Trillion Galaxies that go unsold in the New York Times
Headlines Today.

2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 George Orwell’s “1984,” in Key West Dating...
Single for Valentine's Day? "There's hope for the Keys dating
scene" BY CHARLOTTE TWINE Free Press Staff
ctwine@keysnews.com FLORIDA KEYS — Singles who are
bummed that they don’t have a date yet for Valentine’s Day
and think that the dating scene here stinks, take heart: at
least you didn't have the date that Robin Mansfield had last
year. “The last guy I went out with was supposed to pick me
up to go to dinner,” the 49-year-old Key West nurse told the
Free Press. “I waited and waited and called to see if we still
had a date. No response. Next morning, I get a call from the
local jail. He’d gotten arrested the night before for a DUI
and wanted to borrow money so he could go get his car out
of impound.” While Mansfield’s story takes the cake, there are
many similar anecdotes out there. When the Free Press asked
the followers of a Florida Keys Facebook page. “Dating here
sucks,” said one woman. Another woman said, “I get hit on
all the time ... “All the good ones are taken,” declared
another female. “Single women say this and so do single
men.” And apparently, heterosexual men are pointed out my
all the women as they are in the minority. Non drinkers,
Greg has not had a drink since 1983. Does not help get a
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date or wife in our George Orwell’s “1984,” as Orwell has
code violations for telling George Orwell Society secrets...
Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk George Orwell
gives the Journalists who write the George Orwell stores in the
Key West newspaper. Lead atoms in the air for those who can
see them are ironic when meeting up with young moms with
their new babies, breathing in lead atoms in a state of the
arts George ORWELL SOCIETY ruled in part by Navy Admirals
in Key West. So get a date for Valentines Day is Mission
Impossible until George Orwell makes contact. Writing this
web 24/7 in Starbucks too. Publix has 2 grocery stores within
2 blocks of each other on President Roosevelt Drive, one
should have been made into a Apple-Starbucks with MacBook
Pro's at every table.

2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 "United Arab Emirates Want to Top the World in
Happiness" By BEN HUBBARD New York Times. 72 Virgins in
Heaven for the Moslem Men. RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — Maybe
money can’t buy happiness, So the rulers of the United Arab
Emirates had a novel idea. They decided to name a minister
of happiness. Oh, and it seems that tolerance is also in short
supply. So the government will appoint a minister of
tolerance, too. A royal decree by Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid al-Maktoum, the ruler of Dubai and the country’s
prime minister — on Twitter too. Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid al-Maktoum provided basic services so far, education
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and health, Heart Transplants by Cheney's inner circle at
Walter Reed Hospital so now we should strive for higher
goals,” said Abdulkhaliq Abdulla, an Emirati political
scientist. “The Ministry of Happiness sounds sort of Orwellian
and sinister given that this is a surveillance state... except
for iPhone 7 dash cam's the only place people can have a
private conversation, grin. Switzerland was No. 1, and the
United States was No. 15. Israel, at No. 11, UAE, at No. 20.
Paris is last today because the Elite Rulers took in 7 million
Moslems instead of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Paris
model. Laser Guillotined in the French Revolution II and
then all schools in Paris will be open 24/7 instead of closed
for 7 years. No Moslems will be allowed to get any French
Nobel's in Medicine as better than Obama sanction on Nobel
Inventions! Grin... Greg + Wives sanctioned in Key West from
all Nobel's!. A royal decree by Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
al-Maktoum, the ruler of Dubai and the country’s prime
minister, Minister of Polygamous Marriage to drive the
conversations to IP invention projects. As you need a list of
1,001 IP invention projects to memorize, to keep looking for
the Invention! Pope Francis with no Wives has no husband
wife conversation about what we want to invent today.

2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 Few billionth's of a second after the Big Bang, the
universe was made up of a kind of extremely hot and dense
particles of Quarks. Few Billion or even Trillions of years
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before the Big Bang is the news we want from CREN in
Geneva. Along with the Gravity Engine and how Gravity is
Generated! Few of the Nearest Stars to Earth days after Jewish
Aliens are discovered there will Exodus us off the Earth!

2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 The Boeing 747 jumbo jet changed air travel with
this momentous event 47 years ago today... in 1980 on the
shock and awe air of the invention of the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort the 747 would be flying into
Orbit Today! Best selling model of the Jet in a worst possible
Era of Governments World Wide. New Jet Lag Treatment In
Development by Berkeley + MIT, not 747 Jets that can fly into
Orbit for 20 or 30 minutes. GE Jet Engines + GE Train Engines
hit head on yesterday head-on crash southern Germany...
Coal train is the GE Train, particles of lead and other
"Elements" as $777 Trillion given to Allah + Mecca by Hillary
caused her to lose everything. 9/11 II + III are being
Masterminded in Mecca + Pakistan as Trump has his victory
Day. King Salman's conversations today will be recorded by
Trump in a few years, a momentous event that will finally
prevent 9/11 III whats is left of NYC. Cartoons of Drunk Men
with STD's were censored by the worlds Cartoon Writers.
Einstein Cartoons with sonic booms from Navy Jets going
faster than light. USS Jimmy Carter was bought instead of a
Breast Cancer Cure Valentine for Rosalynn Carter. Nobel
Peace Prize was not shared with Rosalynn Carter. "Syrian
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Opposition Groups Sense U.S. Support Fading" By ANNE
BARNARD Members of rebel groups fighting the government
say they see little urgency from Washington in trying to save
its investment. Rosalynn Carter must have sensed women
were losing out to Tim Cook + Elton John's hate crime
against women in general over the years since she was not
allowed to share the Nobel in Peace as Jimmy didn't
demand from the King of Sweden she share it with him. Why?
Jimmy Carter will lie if he tells us at all. There is no urgency
by Jimmy Carter to clear up his cardinal sins before he is
Judged by God. Why? 777 Trillion Galaxies are still to far off
for a new Georgia Tolstoy in 2016. Tolstoy has a sense there
were 777 Trillion galaxies but off God + Gravity of life on
Earth. War + Peace!

2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 "With Super Bowl Over, Ditching Alcohol Could Be
Healthy Prelude To Spring" CBS How easy would it be for you
to stop drinking alcohol for at least a month? Your answer
may change after seeing what happens when you abstain
from alcohol.

2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
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2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 Hillary + Bill rethinking of the campaign’s
strategy and message was already underway Tuesday
evening, with aides and outside advisers grappling with how
to best position a former first lady, senator and secretary of
state for an electorate disillusioned by the Washington
status quo of George Orwell’s “1984,” in Today's poison gas
holocaust of exhaust and $777 Trillion in cash for Mecca's
Rulers. For the Sanders campaign, the resounding victory on
Tuesday is expected to generate a windfall of Internet
George Orwell comments... in the 1984 II Facebook pages,
grin. These are not public!

2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 On Sunday, Mrs. Clinton traveled to Flint, Mich.,
to meet with local leaders and speak at a black church,
calling the city’s contaminated water supply and the
delayed response to it “not merely unacceptable or wrong”
but also “immoral.” “It isn’t right that kids I met in Flint on
Sunday were poisoned because their governor wanted to save
money,” Mrs. Clinton said on Tuesday.
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2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 Bill + Mrs. Clinton traveled to Duval in Key West
years ago when Bill at Burger's 3 times a day and the lead
atoms in the air on Duval were unknowns! Today the Key
West Citizen newspaper put a picture of a kid with cancer in
a Miami Children's Hospital under the Eisenhower Carrier
with jets taking off with poison bombs of lead atoms.... George
Orwell comments are the only thing I have to go on writing
about Clintons loss in the election.

2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...

2-10-2016 Johns Hopkins Elite have Syphilis and HIV... give it
to more than the 1K who will be saved by these HIV to HIV
transplants... Zero HIV given to others was not picked by John
Hopkins Elite News Today in the NY Times. Johns Hopkins said
it was set to perform the first kidney and liver transplants
between H.I.V.-positive donors and H.I.V.-positive patients in
the United States, a development that advocates said could
create a lifesaving pipeline for H.I.V. patients while
shortening organ donor waiting lists for all. Dr. Dorry Segev,
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an associate professor of surgery at the Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine, estimated that organs from
500 to 600 H.I.V.-positive potential donors have gone to
waste each year and that allowing those donations could
save more than 1,000 people. Johns Hopkins Elite have
Syphilis and HIV... give it to more than the 1K who will be
saved by these HIV to HIV transplants...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Clinton Has a Trust Problem in George Orwell’s
“1984,” in which the Ministry of Truth spreads lies. Among
voters who cared most about honesty and trustworthiness, 91
percent chose Mr. Sanders and only 5 percent chose Hillary
Clinton, according to exit polls.
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Trump will win more with "Cuban Hospital
Prisons" for all John Hopkins Elite with HIV as they give
someone else HIV every day! Mr. Trump struck a chord with
Republican primary voters on many issues, but particularly
where Muslims and illegal immigrants were concerned.
Sixty-four percent of voters said they supported temporarily
barring Muslims from entering the country if they are not
citizens, and 44 percent of those voters backed Mr. Trump.
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Forty-one percent of voters said that illegal immigrants
should be deported to the countries where they came from —
and 50 percent of them supported Mr. Trump. No other
Republican candidate came close with the New Hampshire
residents who held these views. "Cuban Hospital Prisons" for
all John Hopkins Elite with HIV as they give someone else HIV
every day! "Cuban Hospital Prisons" are not in the New York
Times George Orwell Edition Today! MD Women will demand
the NY Times make this headline news, along with how many
people Obama gave Syphilis to via his policies!
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
"Russia: Putin Opponent Is Attacked After Veiled Threat" By
ANDREW E. KRAMER "Menacing Video Posted by Chechen
Leader Alarms Critics of Putin in Russia "Mikhail M.
Kasyanov, a leading figure in the political opposition whose
image the leader of Chechnya, Ramzan A. Kadyrov,
menacingly posted online in the cross hairs of a sniper rifle
this month, was attacked late Tuesday in Moscow by a dozen
or so men who placed a "Butter" cake on his head at a
restaurant... I added the "Butter" to the cake as this is the
bullet that will kill 100's of thousands in Moscow and
Chechen. Leaders in Moscow have killed off all the women
MD's, but not for fags like Tim Cook and Elton John, grin.
Castro quit smoking in 1982, there is no news if he eats
Butter Cakes... Butter + Mayo are the major cause of cardiac
arrest, along with atoms of lead in the air. One of the Paris
Elite's is also in the News as he quit over masterminding 7
million Moslems in Paris, and not about Total Oil the French
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Government owned oil company. Mikhail M. Kasyanov didn't
put the Moscow Owned Oil company in his opposition to
Putin. These men in Moscow + Paris will eat their cake,
famous let them eat cake... Butter Cake will be in the history
books in 100 years!
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Key West Orwellian comment about who in Key
West worry's about Gregs autobiography Sony Movie at
Hemingway House ha... Word of his pending release stunned
Bartlett, a former assistant United States attorney who had
helped prosecute Greg... “I never thought he would be
released,” Ms. Martin Bartlett said. “I thought he would
spend his entire natural life in 1984 II Orwellian Society
Prison.” On Tuesday, nearly every living president of the New
York City bar association signed a plea for clemency on
behalf of Judith Clark, who drove a getaway car during the
murderous raid on a Brink’s armored car in 1981 in Nyack,
N.Y. Prison officials have said Ms. Clark had undergone an
extraordinary transformation during nearly 35 years in
prison, but she is not eligible to be considered for parole
until 2056, when she would be 107 years old. By contrast, the
man who was the ringleader of that same robbery and
another in the Bronx, is due to be released on Wednesday
from a federal prison in California, exactly 30 years after he
was captured. 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord
Escort to be released from George Orwells Prison... not in
todays New York Times About New York By JIM DWYER. Greg
spent 1980 to 2016 in invention brainstorming solitary
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confinement on orders from George Orwell. Yes it matters
who gets the cure for Brain + Breast Cancer. Eccentric George
Orwell goings on in this 1981 Brink's armored car killing.
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/10/nyregion/as-ringleaderin-1981-robbery-goes-free-a-plea-for-its-getawaydriver.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fnyregion
&action=click&contentCollection=nyregion®ion=rank&mod
ule=package&version=highlights&contentPlacement=2&pgty
pe=sectionfront
2-10-2016 you can read the story but keep in mind the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was driven by all those in this
article for the last 30 years. Everyone at the NY Times also
drover the Electric Windmill Ford the last 30 years too.
Orwellian comments about my release to work with many MD
wife's on the cure for brain + breast cancer will include my
bio like in this story above but written by Greg Buell. Those
who never want George Orwell to make contact with me have
good reason. First I will get the cure for brain + breast
cancers in 2016. MD's will scream in this Hell I put them in.
Sony 4K video is perfect for my bio movie too. Billionaire
Donald Trump in a George Orwell Society with Trillionair
Moslem Oil Men, British, French, Russian oil men with
Trillions of dollars. Robbers of gas station and whats in our
Universe!
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Federal health advisers on Tuesday endorsed a
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lower-cost version of Johnson & Johnson's blockbuster
Remicade, a pricey biotech medicine used to treat a number
of inflammatory diseases. Fed's will not endorse a public Rx
Recipe of Remicade.
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-10-2016 Cardiac Arrest for mom and dad is the perk
George Orwell gives it's Journalists...
2-9-2016 To look at the statistics at "ground zero" with
iPhone 7 dash cam's today is like looking at 777 trillion
galaxies and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Prius iPhone
7 dash cam... statistics!
2-9-2016 Prius iPhone 7 dash cam... in a Super Bowl
commercial, watch this in your Minds Eye! The urgency
demands a CBS iPhone Dash cam commercial Today!
Mercedes Roasts Toyota over Prius Getaway Car Super Bowl
Ad BAD AIBLING, Germany -- Two trains crashed head-on in
southern Germany early Tuesday, leaving at least nine
people dead and dozens more seriously injured. We have to
admit Toyota's Prius Getaway Car Super Bowl Ad was
amusing enough for us to remember it. However, we can't
help but think that the automaker's Prius... head on
collision statistics don't make the headlines like a Train's
Head on collision and Prius with laser guidance will never
ever have a head on collision. This is the super bowl ad or
even half time show driving 2 Prius head on in the football
field... of curse 2 trains on the field head on would be more
dramatic same as headline news in the New York Times
today. Times didn't report on any Prius head on collisions in
the last 48 hours but you know there were as least 9 deaths
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and 100's on injuries! Arrest! Prius iPhone 7 dash cam... in a
Super Bowl commercial, watch this in your Minds Eye!
2-9-2016 To look at the statistics at "ground zero" with
iPhone 7 dash cam's today is like looking at 777 trillion
galaxies and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Prius iPhone
7 dash cam... statistics!
2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles...
STD Stats...
2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles...
STD Stats
2-9-2016 Pope Francis' sex-abuse commission stressed
Monday no STD Statistics will be given to the New York Times!
iPhone 7 Body Cam 24/7 for all Priest! Dash Cam for all
Priest cars. Sex in cars by Priest stats???
2-9-2016 To look at the statistics at "ground zero" with
iPhone 7 dash cam's today is like looking at 777 trillion
galaxies and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Prius iPhone
7 dash cam... statistics!
2-9-2016 Facebook Ordered To Stop Tracking Non-Users In
France! Stop tracking Non-iInventors in France too! Start
Helping iInventors in France, World Wide, grin! Social
engineering ... for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year is not our
Current Facebook, Microsoft, Habitat for Humanity by Jimmy
Carter! Social engineering by CBS and Facebook needs to be
arrested!! Amazon 3-D Gaming Engine isn't the "Gravity
Engine"! Amazon has unveiled two new products aimed
squarely at the professional game-developer fraternity:
Lumberyard, a free 3D game engine; Gravity Engine is not
14

offered by Amazon, why? Apple is preparing its next round of
incremental improvements... NOT, laser guidance
improvements needing a executive order today for the
iPhone 7 dash cam that can talk to the driver, take iApple
pay and give traffic tickets! Mandatory on all cars World
Wide!!! To look at the statistics at ground zero with iPhone 7
dash cam's today is like looking at 777 trillion galaxies and
$777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! 'Good Wife' creators map
CBS drama's final act before laser guidance reinvents the
Good Wife as the Inventive Wive! CBS with the name of a tv
show "The Inventive Wife" all these years would have gotten
millions of women, wives many inventions. Social crimes
and social engineering by CBS and Facebook needs to be
arrested!! Grander vision of looking at Jewish Aliens Wives at
each of the 52 Nearest Stars that are not on Facebook or CBS.
TV show "52 Nearest Stars" should have been on CBS longer
than Obama, with Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the
Headlines!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 President Obama will propose spending $11 billion
over the next 10 years to fight family hopelessness, a
phenomenon that is closely linked to the... $777 Trillion in
gas station hold up money in United Arab Emirates - Dubai's
ruler said Monday the United Arab Emirates will privatize
some government services in the oil-rich country, as well as
create a state minister position devoted to ensuring the
happiness of its citizens... paid for by Obama and our 1984 II
Dictators!
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2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 2008 Mumbai Attacks Plotter Says Pakistan's Spy
Agency Played a Role New York Times NEW DELHI - A
Pakistani-American man who helped plot the 2008 terrorist
attacks in Mumbai told an Indian court on Monday that he
had met throughout the process with two handlers from
Pakistan's military intelligence agency, an Indian
prosecutor said. 9/11 Role by the King of Saudi Arabia +
Princes... 9/11 II + III by Pakistan Moslem Generals just from
yesterdays NY Times article... read it!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles...
STD's!
2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles...
STD's!
2-9-2016 Pope Francis' sex-abuse commission stressed
Monday that its sole purpose is to propose initiatives to
protect children from pedophiles, after it effectively
suspended a member who advocated a more activist role.
The pistol lay on the bedroom nightstand loaded and
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untouched. And then it was in the 3-year-old's hands,
pointed toward his older sister.
2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles...
STD's!
2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles...
STD's!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 The Good Wife + Inventive Wives “intimately”
involved, “obviously part of GE Executives inner circle in
company policy” Husband + Wife GE executives is the Good
Wife Inventors! Half-Built Nuclear Fuel Plant in South
Carolina Faces Test on Its Future - GE faces 777 trillion
galaxies in its future now or put off for years. Artur Fischer
invented the drywall anchor, addressing a problem faced by
construction workers and home-repair amateurs. Space
Station "drywall" goes into homes for the next invention. Set
up a workbench at home and buying him the German
equivalent of an Erector Set. GE sets up a Inventors
Conference Table and the wife is the Erector, grin. Mr.
Fischer’s wife, the former Rita Gonser, died in 2013. Mr.
Fischer. His total number of inventions put him just ahead of
Thomas Edison, who had 1,093 patents to his name. Rita
had no Patents to here name in this article in the New York
Times. 777 GE wives have no patents in their names. Artur
Fischer, Inventor With More Patents Than Edison, Dies at 96
By WILLIAM GRIMES Bill Gates is named by Grimes but not
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Rita's work at brainstorming with Artur. GE's future social
engineering of Wife's and Gravity Engine sooner or later.
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 Cuban Prison Hospital is the right answer.... First
Draft: Gay Voter to Marco Rubio: ‘Why Do You Want to Put Me
Back in the Closet?’ By MICHAEL BARBARO Cuban Prison
Hospital for STD's HIV, MS virus given to 777 people and
another 777 if not stopped, Obama must have Syphilis to let
so many give terrible diseases to others. Brain Dead to this
crime at least in the politics news. New York Times can be
sued for giving you STD's...
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 You can't run to a Doctor over floaters in the eye
but you can take a picture with your iPhone 7 and send it to
a Doctor in the iapps for Eye Floaters and other eye pictures.
Floaters, those small dots or cobweb-shaped patches that
move or “float” through the field of vision, can be alarming.
Though many are harmless, if you develop a new floater,
“you need to be seen pretty quickly” by an eye doctor in order
to rule out a retinal tear or detachment, said Dr. Rebecca
Taylor, a spokeswoman for the American Academy of
Ophthalmology. Floaters are caused by clumping of the
18

vitreous humor, the gel-like fluid that fills the inside of the
eye. Normally, the vitreous gel is anchored to the back of the
eye. But as you age, it tends to thin out and may shrink and
pull away from the inside surface of the eye, causing clumps
or strands of connective tissue to become lodged in the jelly.
It’s still important to see a doctor if new floaters arise
because the detaching vitreous gel can pull on the retina,
causing it to tear, which can lead to retinal detachment, a
serious condition. It's unrealistic to see a Doctor over so
many times you get a floater was not in this New York Times
article. So what do people do... wait to see if the New York
Times writes another article after they too realize so many
floaters and it is really unrealistic to run to a Doctor they
might get Apple to write iapps for eye pictures sent to the NY
Times. As the top brass at the New York Times can run across
the street to a eye doctor, just you and I can't. See an eye
doctor within 24 to 48 hours if you have a new floater,
experience a sudden “storm” of floaters, see a gray curtain
or shadow move across your field of vision, or have a sudden
decrease in vision. Do you have a health question? Submit
your question to Ask Well at the New York Times. As for a
more realistic answer to your floaters, grin.
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!
2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52
Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!

2-9-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD
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2-9-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages? etc...
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305
340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE
VS810PP Android.

Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb

inventor8484@gmail.com
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a
shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and
then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima
Centauri... Click HERE!
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
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index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.
html

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept
27,

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html
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